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MnAlThe s- phase of the binary Mn-Al system is a promising rare-earth free permanent magnet. However, the
experimentally determined ﬁgure-of-merit (energy-factor) is signiﬁcantly lower than the theoretical
estimate. This is partly being associated with the low volume fraction of s-MnAl during synthesis,
chemical disorder driven inter-sublattice antiferromagnetism, and presence of multiple binary phases.
In this work, with the help of ﬁrst-principles linear response calculations, we show that the presumed
long range ferromagnetic ordering in s-MnAl is unstable. Calculation of Mn magnetic pair-exchange
interaction for s-MnAl show competing ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions. As a result,
the study infers to a non-collinear magnetic ground state, which then partly explains the low magneti-
zation as observed in experiments. Local probe experiments such as neutron diffraction, corroborating
our prediction of the non-collinear state in s-MnAl is therefore desired.
 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
With increasing demand of permanent magnets based technol-
ogy and limited global supply of rare-earths, the need for rare-
earth free magnets has received widespread attention. Based on
the material pre-requisites, sampling permanent magnets have
been largely focused around conventional ferromagnets, which
have high magnetization and Curie temperature. Among these
class of materials, AlNiCo, ferrites, binary Pt–Co alloys and others
have been found to be promising materials [1–6]. High magnetic
anisotropy as well as magnetization is also reported in Mn based
binary alloy systems such as Mn–Bi [7–11], Mn–Ga [12–16] and
Mn-Al [17,19,18]. However, unlike MnAl, the commercial accep-
tance of Mn–Bi and Mn–Ga alloys are limited due to their quick
degradation and/or little abundance of the Ga and Bi constituents.
Beyond, abundance and global distribution of Mn and Al resources
in the earth’s crust and its eco-friendliness make MnAl alloys a
promising material among the rare-earth free permanent magnets.
In its tetragonal phase (the s-phase) MnAl is reported to be con-
ventional ferromagnetic (FM) material with relatively high satura-
tion magnetization (2:4 lB/Mn) and high magneto-crystalline
anisotropy energy (0.259 meV/f.u). The theoretical estimate of its
energy product (’12 MG Oe) [20] is comparable with that of the
widely used and expensive AlNiCo alloys. However, experiments
ﬁnd a much lower value (’5 MG Oe) [19–23]. The reduction has
been largely associated with low saturation magnetization whichis mainly attributed to the antiferromagnetic (AFM) interactions
in the system [24].
The general chemical representation of s-MnAl is Mn0:5þdAl0:5d;
0 < d  0:15, with an underlying tetragonal crystal structure of p4/
mmm symmetry (space group no. 123). For the hypothetical stoi-
chiometric compound, referring to the case d ¼ 0, the Mn and Al
ions are at the (0;0;0) and (0;0; 12), which are designated as the
1(a) and 1(b) Wyckoff positions of the unit-cell, respectively. The
s-phase is chemically disordered with extra Mn ions substituting
the Al ions at the 1(b) sites. These Mn ions in the Al sublattice
interact antiferromagnetically with the Mn ions at the 1(a) site,
leading to a reduction in the net magnetization of the material.
Besides, low volume fraction of the s-phase during synthesis,
co-existence of multiple binary Mn-Al phases, un-reacted Mn and
defects have also been attributed to the observed lowmagnetization
in s-MnAl [19,24–31].
Apart from the factors that mentioned above, which lead to low
magnetization in s-MnAl, our linear response calculations, based
on density functional theory, indicate an instability of a long range
collinear FM ordering of the Mn moments. The calculations esti-
mating the Mn magnetic pair-exchange interactions reveal com-
peting FM and AFM interactions in s-MnAl. This is in contrast
with the earlier reports, which presumed a collinear FM structure
as the equilibrium state for s-MnAl. Therefore, what follows from
our calculations might be considered as a strong evidence of a
non-collinear magnetic ground state for s-MnAl, which normally
evolves due to competing FM and AFM interactions [32], and
therefore requires experimental corroboration. Also, we ﬁnd that
the nature of Mn magnetic moments at the 1(a) and 1(b)
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the spin polarized densityof states of the stoichiometric MnAl
(red curves) and Mn0:5þdAl0:5d; d ¼ 0:04 (blue curves) calculated using the KKR-
ASA-CPA method. Panel (a) the total density of states expressed in eV/f.u. Panels (b)
represents the 3d partial density of states of Mn at the 1(a), while panel (c) shows
the concentration weighted 3d partial density of states of Mn at the 1(b) site. Note
that the Mn at the 1(a) and 1(b) crystallographic site of the P4/mmm (space group:
123) unit cell symmetry are antiferromagnetically coupled. The vertical line
through energy zero represents the reference Fermi energy. (For interpretation of
the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
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remarkably very different. Volume dependence study of Mn local
moments reveals that the Mn magnetic moments at the 1(a) and
1(b) sites have itinerant and localized nature, respectively.
2. Computational details
The structural and magnetic properties of s-MnAl are studied using the ab-ini-
tio density functional based Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) method formulated in
the atomic-sphere approximation (ASA) [33] including the use of mufﬁn-tin correc-
tion for the Madelung energy and the multi-pole moment correction to the Made-
lung potential and energy [34]. The partial waves are expanded up to lmax ¼ 3 inside
the atomic spheres. The chemical and magnetic moment disorder are taken into ac-
count by means of coherent potential approximation (CPA) [35]. The local density
approximation (LDA) were considered to describe the exchange-correlation effects
of the crystal Hamiltonian. The atomic sphere radii of Mn and Al were kept the
same, which result in a overlap volume of ’12%, legitimately within the accuracy
of the approximation. The number of k- points for determining the total energies
were kept in excess of 2600 k-points, corresponding to a Monhorst-Pack grid of
36 36 28, in the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone. The lattice constants
of s-MnAl was taken from the experiments, i.e., a ¼ 2:73 Å and ca ¼ 1:298.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Energetics
First, we consider the hypothetical stoichiometric system s-
Mn0:50Al0:50. Assuming that the magnetic ordering is collinear, we
performed few calculations considering the FM and certain AFM
ordering of the Mn ions positioned at the 1(a) site of the unit-cell.
Comparing the total energies we ﬁnd that the FM ordering of Mn
spins has the lowest energy, among the various collinear structures
considered. The total energy of the A-type AFM ordering was deter-
mined to be 50.88 meV/f.u higher in comparison with the FM
structure, while for the C- and G-type AFM ordering the corre-
sponding values were 84.86 and 202.08 meV/f.u, higher. Note that
the nomenclature we follow to describe the AFM structures are
that from the works of Wollan and Koehler [36].
To model the s-phase, which is disordered and non-stoiciomet-
ric (s-Mn0:54Al0:46), we employ CPA. Total energy calculations ﬁnd
that the minimum corresponds to a FM ordering of the Mn ions at
the 1(a) sites, with Mn in the 1(b) being antiferromagnetically cou-
pled to the Mn ions at the 1(a) sub-lattice. We also note that the
AFM interaction is robust between the 1(a) and 1(b) sub-lattice,
since the calculations always converged to such an AFM ordering
irrespective of the initial magnetic ordering assigned in the calcula-
tions. This was also veriﬁed against the computational parameters
such as atomic sphere radii of the ions and the k-mesh grid. The re-
sults are consistent with the predictions of Sakuma [24], who has
attributed the observed low magnetization in s-Mn0:54Al0:46 to
AFM emanating from the excess of Mn ions in the Al sub-lattice.
We have also computed the energy difference between the FM
structure and the disordered local moment (DLM) structure. In the
DLM method, an uniform probability is assigned to the magnetic
moments to orient in all possible directions, resulting in no net
magnetization. In this scenario, DLM mimics a paramagnetic state,
the energy difference of which with respect to the equilibrium or-
dered structure would then provide a reasonable estimate to the
magnetic transition temperature (Tc). Our KKR-CPA method, ﬁnd
the difference in the total energy of the ground state magnetic
structure with that of the DLM (paramagnetic) structure as
48.9 meV/atom (’567 K), which is comparable with the experi-
mentally measured Tc of 650 K.
3.2. Electronic structure
The density of states of the hypothetical stoichiometric MnAl
system has been reported earlier [20,24,37]. Our results with the
KKR-ASA method are consistent with the earlier reports and isshown in Fig. 1. For the stoichiometric MnAl, the Al and Mn states
are wide spread over the entire energy range, depicting the cova-
lent nature of bonding in the system. The Fermi energy is posi-
tioned in a valley like feature for both majority and minority
bands, suggesting an electronic stability [24].
In Fig. 1, we compare the total and sub-lattice resolved partial
Mn 3d- density of states of s-Mn0:54Al0:46. Substitution of Mn at
the Al site, in the s-phase structure preserves the overall features
of the band structure. The Mn states at the 1(b) sites are hybridized
with the Al derived sp states. The covalent bonding characteristics
of the material appears unaltered with the addition of Mn ions in
the Al-sub-lattice. The states that constitute the Fermi energy are
primarily composed of the 3d states, originating from the Mn ions
located at the 1(a) and 1(b) sites. The extra Mn ions also does not
alter the position of the Fermi energy in comparison with the stoi-
chiometric MnAl system. We note that Fermi energy cuts both
majority and minority spin bands in s-Mn0:54Al0:46. This classify
s-MnAl as a weak FM system. The total density of states of the
majority and minority spin bands at Fermi energy is 0:22 and
0:52 St./eV-atom, which are mainly Mn 3d in character.
3.3. Magnetism and exchange interactions
The calculated Mn local magnetic moments in s-Mn0:54Al0:46 at
the 1(a) and 1(b) sites are 2:41 and 2:99 lB, respectively. This
yields the net magnetization (concentration weighted) to be
2:10 lB/cell, accounting the small negative polarization of
0:08 lB at the Al sites. For the stoichiometric material MnAl,
the Mn local moment is determined to be 2:42 lB. Thus, consistent
with the prediction of Sakuma, we ﬁnd that excess of Mn in the Al
sub-lattice reduce the magnetization of the s-phase [24]. However,
the theoretical magnetization value for the disordered s-
Mn0:54Al0:46 is still higher than the experimental value of ’1:5 lB
[38–40]. Further, considering the s-phase with composition
Mn0:57Al0:43, the local moments on Mn at the 1(a) and 1(b) sites
were determined as 2:40 and 2:98 lB, with net magnetization
of 1:92 lB. It is interesting to note that the magnitude of the Mn lo-
cal moments at the 1(a) and 1(b) sites remains more or less invari-
ant with respect to chemical disorder in the system. However, the
net magnetization of the system decreases with increasing Mn/Al
236 K. Anand et al. / Journal of Alloys and Compounds 601 (2014) 234–237disorder due to the AFM coupling of the inter-sublattice Mn ions.
Therefore, for the optimization of the permanent magnet charac-
teristics, where high magnetization is a per-requisite, the concen-
tration of Mn ions in the Al sub-lattice must be minimized.
We also study the volume dependence of the Mn magnetic mo-
ment in the s-phase for the composition s-Mn0:54Al0:46. The results
are shown in Fig. 2. In the ferromagnetically ordered structure, we
ﬁnd that the magnetic moment of the Mn ions at both 1(a) and 1(b)
sites increases (decreases) with increasing (decreasing) cell vol-
ume. For a relative decrease in volume by ’25%, the magnetization
decreases from 2:1 lB at its equilibrium to 1:5 lB. Thus, we ﬁnd that
both increase in the Mn concentration in the s-phase as well as de-
crease in volume, reduces the net magnetization of the material.
Solution to a DLM state, often serve as a good indicator to pro-
pose the nature of magnetism in a given system, i.e., whether the
magnetic moments are localized or itinerant. The DLM calcula-
tions, in general, yield a local magnetic moment solution for local-
ized magnets, but not for itinerant ones. Volume dependence of the
magnitude of the Mn disordered local moment at the crystallo-
graphic 1(a) and 1(b) sites are shown in Fig. 2(b). We ﬁnd that
the DLM state ceases to exist for compressed volumes. However,
with increasing cell volume the magnitude of the Mn local mo-
ments at 1(a) and 1(b) sites tends to be similar in magnitude. This
infers to change in the magnetism properties in s-Mn0:54Al0:46
material with volume. The excess Mn substituted in the Al sub-lat-
tice shows a transition from itinerant character at compressed vol-
umes to localized at expanded volumes. However, the Mn at the
1(a) sites depicts a local moment characteristics at all volumes
considered, although there is a steady reduction in its magnitude
upon compression of the unit cell.
Till date, the s-phase is the only reported FM phase in the entire
Mn-Al binary phase diagram. For all other binary phases, either
some form of AFM or non-collinear structures as their ground state
[41,42]. Within the collinear models, ﬁnding that the lower energy
state in s-MnAl is FM, we calculated the magnetic pair exchange
parameters, Jij( R
!
) to check for its magnetic stability. The pair ex-
change interaction parameters were calculated in the mean ﬁeld
approximation as described in Ref. [43,44]. In this linear response
technique, the energies of small deviations from the reference state
(here in this case, the FM state) is mapped on to the Heisenberg
model, DE ¼Pi;j JijSiSj.-4
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Fig. 2. The volume dependence (with constant ca, =1.298) of Mn local magnetic
moments in s-Mn0:54Al0:46. The upper panels corresponds to the the FM structure
(see text), and lower panel to the corresponding DLM structure. Filled black circles
represented the net magnetization in the unit-cell cell for the FM ordering while the
red squares and blue diamonds represent the local magnetic moments of the Mn
ions at the 1(a) and 1(b) sites of the tetragonal unit cell. The equilibrium volume is
27:623 Å3. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)In Table 1 we present the magnetic pair-exchange parameters
J
R
! for s-Mn0:54Al0:46, at the equilibrium volume. It is interesting
to note that the magnitude of the ﬁrst near neighbor AFM interac-
tion (0:612 meV) between Mn atoms in 1(a) sub-lattice and 1(b)
sites, along the connecting vector R
!¼ 12 ; 12 ; 12
 
is comparable to
that of the second near neighbor FM interaction with
R
!¼ ð1; 0;0), i.e., 0:601 meV. Similar is the case with J5 and J6,
where the FM and AFM interactions between the Mn spins have
similar magnitudes. Besides, calculations also ﬁnd instability (neg-
ative) of the FM interaction along R
!¼ ð1;0;1Þ. In the most com-
monly accepted theories, emergence of non-collinear magnetic
ordering is either associated with magnetic frustration induced
by crystal geometry with AFM exchange interactions or due to
the presence of competing near neighbor FM and AFM interactions
[45,46]. Thus, for the case of s-Mn0:54Al0:46 the existence of compet-
ing FM and AFM interactions are suggestive of a non-collinear
ordering of Mn moments.
To understand whether the few extra at% of Mn in the s-
Mn0:54Al0:46 have any signiﬁcant role in modifying the inter-atomic
interactions among the Mn ions at the 1a sites, we perform calcu-
lations for the stoichiometrically ordered Mn0:5Al0:5 system,
assuming the same crystal parameters like that of the s-phase.
For this hypothetical Mn0:5Al0:5 system, we ﬁnd the magnitudes
of J2; J3; J4 and J5 to be 0:973;1:234, 0:961 and 0:733 meV, respec-
tively. Thus, it becomes evident that the ferromagnetic instability
in s-Mn0:54Al0:46 is mainly introduced by the extra Mn ions in the
Al sub-lattice. Besides, we also ﬁnd that the strength of the ferro-
magnetic exchange interaction between the Mn ions in the 1a
sub-lattice is also decreased. For instance, the value of J2 in
Mn0:5Al0:5 decreases by ’35% with an addition of 0:04 at% of Mn
in the Al sub-lattice.
In order to study the stability of the FM structure of
s-Mn0:54Al0:46 as a function of cell volume, we calculated the
Mn-Mn pair exchanges, J
R
! with c=a ratio held ﬁxed to the exper-
imental value (=1:298). These pair-exchange parameters are in-
dexed by the crystallographic indices of the connecting R
!
of the
tetragonal structure, details of which are illustrated in Table 1.
The results of the variation in the J
R
! with respect to Da=a0 (in
%), where a0 ¼ 2:73 Å and Da ¼ ða a0Þ are shown in Fig. 3. The
most striking feature is the change in sign of J
R
! for those corre-
sponding to R
!¼ 12 ; 12 ; 12
 
and R
!¼ ð1;0; 0) with increasing cell vol-
umes. While J1 R
!¼ 12 ; 12 ; 12
  
changes sign showing instability of
the AFM ordering at ’ þ3% increase in cell volume, J2
( R
!¼ ð1; 0;0)) reverses its sign at ’1:5% showing FM instability
among the Mn spins in the tetragonal basal plane. Besides, it is also
deduced that there exists competing magnetic interactions leadingTable 1
The ﬁrst seven Mn–Mn (J
R
!) pair-exchange parameters in s-Mn0:54Al0:46 with lattice
constants a ¼ 2:771 and c ¼ 3:597 Å. Column ‘‘n’’ denotes the number of equivalent
nearest neighbors together with the spin orientation, R
!
the vector connecting the
central Mn ion to neighboring Mn ions in units of the lattice parameter and Rj j for the
distance to the central atom. J
R
! is related to the Heisenberg model JH
R
! as J
R
! ¼ JH
R
!SSj .
n R
! jRj (Å) J
R
! (meV) JH
R
! (meV)
J1 8 (#) 12 ; 12 ; 12
 
2:659 4:423 0:612
J2 4 (") ð1;0;0Þ 2:771 3:498 0:601
J3 2 (") ð0;0;1Þ 3:597 6:746 1:158
J4 4 (") ð1;1;0Þ 3:919 5:107 0:877
J5 8 (") ð1;0;1Þ 4:541 2:978 0:511
J6 16 (#) 32 ; 12 ; 12
 
4:736 3:679 0:509
J7 8 (") ð1;1;1Þ 5:319 1:763 0:3023
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Fig. 3. Variation in the magnetic pair exchange parameters (in meV) as a function of
volume for constant c=a ratio (=1.298). The equilibrium structure corresponds to
Da/a0, where a0 ¼ 2:73 Å. The exchange parameters Ja are indexed by the
crystallographic indices Jij( R
!
). See Table 1.
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expansion.
To verify the predictions obtained from the above magnetic re-
sponse calculations of J
R
! in s-Mn0:54Al0:46, i.e., that the FM struc-
ture is unstable at expanded volumes, we computed the
difference in the total energies of few AFM structures as a function
of cell volumes. For a relative volume expansion of ’9%, with re-
spect to the equilibrium, we ﬁnd that the AFM-A and AFM-C struc-
tures are 59:32 and 16:08 meV/f.u lower in energy, in comparison
with the FM ordering. The total energy of the AFM-G structure was
226:52 meV/f.u higher in energy. These ﬁndings evidence to
increasing stability of AFM interactions in s-Mn0:54Al0:46 via ex-
change inversion, thereby proving our predictions derived from
the linear response calculations.
4. Summary and conclusion
In summary,our ﬁrst-principles linear response calculations on
rare-earth free permanent magnet s-Mn0:54Al0:46 show competing
FM and AFM Mn interactions. Such a co-existence of magnetic
pair-exchanges betweenMn ions in a system, with their interaction
magnitudes being similar, usually points to a non-collinear mag-
netic structure. The ﬁnding is in contrast to the earlier assumption
that s-MnAl is a conventional type collinear FM system. Following
these ﬁndings, we argue that non-collinear ordering of Mn mag-
netic moments in s-MnAl is also a responsible factor in lowering
the magnetization in s-MnAl, as observed in the experiments, apart
from the other factors such as formation of multiple phases and
defects. Experimental corroboration of non-collinearity in s-MnAl,
with local probe experiments such as neutron diffraction, therefore
require attention in understanding of the materials hard magnetic
properties. The increase in magnetization, and thus the energy
factor in s-MnAl, with doping with non-magnetic components
accomplished via addition of C and Zn [47–50], also seems to be
linked with the modiﬁcation of the equilibriummagnetic structure.
The latter supposition, however, require further investigations in
detail, both theoretically and experimentally.
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